A Tailor's Fit at
\[\frac{1}{2}\text{ the Tailor's Price}\]

HARE AND HOUNDS RUN
Plans of Coming Intercourse Run Assignment of Captains

On Saturday there will be a Hare and Hounds run over the Nuconian course. This course is comparatively new, and is a very good one. Jacobs, 1910, who has been over it a few times, considers it as one of the best hunting clubs. The men are to meet at the New Bay station, and will take the 12:30 train. Arrangements have been made to have a special car for the accommodation of the runners. The round trip fare will be only thirty cents, and a large attendance is desired.

Plans are already under way for the Intercourse races. To be held on April 3. The men will be over the regular course, and probably to be the best in years. The following is the assignment of course captains: E. Jacobs 1910, I and XI; C. P. Eldred 1911, II and VII; J. N. Stephenson 1909, V and XI; E. Fiske 1916, III, VIII, XII, XIII. All men expecting to run should report to their respective course captains. On Monday there will probably be a walk over the course. Notices will be posted later.

Last year the run was won easily by the oppositions of course I. There was a high wind, and running was made very difficult. Howland 1909, won easily, and in very used up time.

The run this year will be a preliminaries to the First-Intercourse races on April 14th. The Freshmen have made a few previous races, and have no difficulty in giving the Sophomores a good run. 1911 will hold last year, and expect to duplicate the victory.

EARTH LOSING WATER

(Continued from page 1)

Mar's in being planets without water. The dying up of the earth is shown by the increase of deserts and the drying up of seas which were at one time of immense size. The drying up of the earth is not to be taken as a calamity, nevertheless, as the earth is constantly growing to be a better place to live on, and when the time is come, when the earth is really dry, we will not be here to contemplate it.

MORE MEN WANTED

Politics offer great campaigning opportunities, but the Tech has inaugurated a better campaign, that for the positions on the men's and business end of the Tech. Every fellow has an equal chance with his neighbor, and the closest of the winning out are better than those in politics, as the competitors will not have to do any Albany of the "babe takeles." The Business and Managing editors may be in the Tech as for this afternoon to meet all who desire to come out for any of the positions offered.

TALKS ON MOSQUITOES

W. Lyman Underwood, special lecturer to the department of biology, spoke Wednesday evening in the Science and Public Health, on the mosquito and its ability to spread disease. Much research has been carried on, and the committee of winning out are better than those in politics, as the competitors will not have to do any Albany of the "babe takeles." The Business and Managing editors may be in the Tech as for this afternoon to meet all who desire to come out for any of the positions offered.

LANGEKIN TALKS

(Continued from page 1)

The ghost is defining (punning of the clay) next result. The former chemical improvement is utilized by the Japanese, who use their ways in artistic patterns.

Dr. Langekind's talk was illustrated by a number of specimens which was passed among the audience.

Preceding the evening's talk, nominations for the next team were made with the following results: For president, George P. Lent, 1910, and E. B. Bicknell 1910; for vice-president, David Clay 1910; for secretary, E. W. Lewis 1916, and R. E. Taylor 1910, and treasurer, J. R. E. Bell 1911, and S. L. White 1911, their election was announced at the dinner to be held in April.

M. J. HANNIGAN
(formerly of Hotel Lenox) has leased The Tech Barber Shop, Hotel Westminster. Special attention paid to students. All Haircuts $2.50.

HERRICK
Tickets All Theatres
COOLEY SQUARE
Telephone 2329, 2330 and 2339 Back Bay

MCNAMOR
College Shoes for College Men
238 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
OPPOSITE YOUNG'S HOTEL

GEO. H. ELLIS CO
Printers
No. 275 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

HEWETT'S LUNCH
Avon Avenue, Boston
Open From 6 A.M. To 12 P.M.

J. Callahan, Proprietor

BENT & BUSH
15 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON, MASS.

MORSE & HENDERSON
10 BOYLSTON ST. Rooms 14-15
Telephone 99 BOSTON
Our Prices for Spring and Summer are ready for your inspection.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO TECH MEN

HIGGINS'

Higgins' College Shoes

Drawing Tacks
Waxing Tapes
Kneading Paste
Deer Muslin
Rice Paper
Peach Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Plaster
Black Stamps

For the Plain and Real Jobs and addresses, communicate direct from the line of success to us.

J. M. Higgins & Co., 10th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.